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1. DISCUSSION OF THE UUK CONSULTATION ON THE JOINT EXPERT PANEL’S RECOMMENDATIONS  
[PAPER AB 1-01 (2018-19)]

1.1 The meeting had been called by the Chair, in accordance with Regulation 3.5 and in the context of AB’s expressed view that future responses to UUK on the matter of pensions should be preceded by consultation with Academic Board [AB Minutes, 02.05.18]. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss, in advance of the Council meeting of 10 October 2018, UCL’s response to the UUK consultation on the recommendations of the Joint Expert Panel (JEP).

1.2 The consultation document had been published on 24 September 2018 with a deadline for responses of 30 October 2018. The report invited the views of employers on three questions:

- whether the institution supported the JEP recommendations, subject to the acceptance of such a position from the USS Trustees;
- whether further information was required in order to decide on the above;
• whether the institution would accept employer contributions at the proposed level (20.1% of salary) and, if not, what balance of risk, higher contributions and/or benefit change was preferred.

1.3 The Acting Chair noted that the Provost was unable to attend the meeting but had written to members of Academic Board in advance to advise that UCL’s proposed responses to the UUK questions, subject to the views of Academic Board and Council, were as follows:

• UCL welcomed and accepted the Joint Expert Panel findings in full and thanked them for their detailed work;
• UCL would like more information on the precise nature of additional risk that USS might ask employers to assume;
• UCL was prepared to pay the recommended employer contributions of 20.1%.

1.4 The Director of Human Resources explained that two consultations processes were currently underway. USS consulting directly with scheme members about major increases, staggered over two years, to staff and employer contributions of the scheme. Concurrently UUK was running a consultation with employers on the JEP report, and that gaining feedback and input from AB was the purpose of this meeting; AB’s discussion would be reported to Council at its meeting on 10 October 2018.

1.5 The Acting Chair invited questions and comments from AB members. The following points were raised during the discussions.

1.6 Members commented that the JEP had been imposed on employers by the industrial dispute of February–March 2018. Members considered that the JEP report demonstrated that it had been incorrect to assert that a defined benefit scheme was unaffordable. It was noted that the Pension Code permitted the valuation of a fund in terms of the assets held rather than the ‘de-risked’ valuation model reflecting what the scheme would be worth if most of its investments were in government bonds. Members expressed frustration that staff had felt they were forced into taking industrial action by the adoption of a flawed methodology on the part of the USS, UUK and the Pensions Regulator, which had had the effect of artificially inflating the apparent size of the deficit. It was suggested that the final salary element of the scheme had been closed to new members on the basis of this faulty reasoning. Members urged that UCL should seek to engage with the UUK on this matter.

1.7 Communications from institutions had focussed on what was affordable to employers but did not reflect what was affordable to staff, it was noted that the affordability of the scheme to staff and the fair distribution of the cost must also be taken into account and reflected in UCL and UUK position. It was noted that employers’ contributions rates had reduced significantly during the period 1997-2009, and that the impact of that adjustment amounted to approximately £7bn. There had been no reduction in contribution rates for employees during that period. Members expressed a sense that the industrial action had had a disproportionate impact on younger staff who were least able to bear the financial impact of salary reductions for participating in the strike. Members regretted the lack of a supportive statement from UCL during the industrial action and felt that the episode had been unnecessarily confrontational. It was further suggested that, if it were concluded that the report of the JEP demonstrated that the industrial action had been justified, then the corollary was that the pay withheld from staff who had engaged in industrial action should be refunded.
1.8 In response to questions, the Director of Finance and Business Affairs confirmed that:

- in the absence of sufficient time for the necessary statutory consultations, the current proposal for increases in employers’ and members’ contribution rates in April 2019 would continue to apply unless the Trustees chose to suspend the process in light of the outcome of the present consultation. This request has been made to the USS Trustees, Council could be asked to further reiterate the request to suspend USS’s existing plans to escalate staff and employer contributions;
- the savings resulting from the cessation of the matching of additional voluntary contributions by employers had already been accounted for in the projected increased contribution levels;
- the question of the legality and ethical validity of a defined contribution scheme effectively cross-subsidising a defined benefits scheme could be raised with the USS. It was noted that it would be helpful for this to take place before the meeting of Council on 10 October.

1.9 AB discussed the scope for adjustment in the conventional 65/35 split of the additional contributions required to the pension scheme. Those members who spoke during the meeting expressed a view that any existing deficit in the scheme should be funded by employers. In response to a question about the options for an institution acting unilaterally in this respect, the Director of Finance and Business Affairs confirmed that, under current arrangements, member institutions negotiated a single contribution rate across the sector.

1.10 AB discussed the extent to which an institution was in a position to act unilaterally. It was understood that, although the JEC had solicited responses to three questions, it would be open to Council to comment more broadly and to express UCL’s opinion, even if that did not align with all other universities responding. In discussions about whether UCL would be in a position to act in tandem with other institutions, it was noted that the HE landscape is heterogeneous and it could be expected that the individual circumstances of different institutions would influence their responses. It was suggested that, although other institutions would have their views, the consultation was seeking each institution’s own response and UCL need not account for the assumed position of other universities.

1.11 The matter of the split of the additional contributions would be addressed by the JEP in the second phase of its deliberations, after the end of the current consultation during which the JEP had paused its work. Members raised the possibility of making adjustments to staff salary arrangements if it were not possible to increase the employers’ contribution rate, with others taking the view that the matter was a national question of principle and national negotiation which should not be subject to locally negotiated pay agreements.

1.12 The Acting Chair thanked AB members for their views, which would be relayed to Council by way of these minutes.